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The Big Debate Edition

Wednesday 25th June 2014

The Big Debate by Woody
Politics is alive and well here at Camp Menominee. Democratic debate is what we had in Wasserman Hall last
night, as the WOODIES Vs KOZ’s went head-to-head to see who would win the vote that would secure their
respective elevation to the leadership of the camp.
Senior cabin members DANIEL “DBI” BEN-ISVY and MAX SHAPIRO representing the KOZ Party and RYAN BLUM and
JOSH STONE of the WOODY Party took the stage to debate the important issues of the day. Seasoned debating
veteran, DBI drew first blood with his rebuttal of pretty much everything the Woody Party had to offer. His
considered and sensible responses to the idea of eight – yes 8(!)-Canteens in one day was well-received by the
audience. RYAN BLUM from the Woody Party had some clever and reasonable things to say as both he and JOSH
STONE made a light of the fact that they were relative rookies at the camp debating “game.”
Newspapers from around the world were present – the New York Times, The Chicago Tribune and the Menominee
Gazette most notable, and after answering questions from audience members including the “man with many
questions” TYLER BORSTEIN, it was time to vote. Mr JONAH WEISS stood at the podium to announce the result. By
a score of 53 to 26 the party who are going to run Camp tomorrow will be…the KOZ Party! DBI and MAX SHAPIRO
will become Steve and Woody respectively, so hold on to your hats for a crazy day! Maybe we should rename it
Wild Wednesday!
FITNESS by Zach Schwartz
You may think that fitness in Final Four is all fun and
games, but it is not. PAM ADLER’S Fitness Class is a
combination of kickboxing, weight training and yoga. All in
all the class is exhausting depending on whether or not you
are trying. There are only two other campers in the class
with me, JOSH STONE being one of them and
occasionally EMMA (the nanny) and Eva join us as well.
The Fitness class also involves cardio training as well as
full body workouts. It is a very fun class and I want to
encourage more campers to do it. It’s energetic, not just
because of the music, but because of Pam’s teaching style.
She’s so motivating and uplifting that you can’t help but put
your all into the routine and feel the burn which they say
means that the hard work is soon to pay off!
SENIOR CABIN NIGHT OFF by Noah Lazarus
Last night we went out to town. First we went to Kartway where we went go-karting. JUSTIN OLSON got
asked to leave the track multiple times because he couldn’t understand the rules of the game, which ended
up being quite funny. Shortly after that, our counselor ANDY SCHOFIELD challenged us to a game of Laser
Tag. While we were playing DANIEL BEN-ISVY ran into a wall (ouch!). Following all that excitement, we
went to Trig’s to buy some essentials that we were running low on. Lastly we ended up going to Eagle River,
where we saw the movie “Edge of tomorrow.” The senior cabin campers were the only ones in the cinema
room, so we were talking and laughing out loud at things and not disturbing anyone. On the way back,
MAX SHAPIRO saw a deer nearly hit our car but thankfully it was all fine. Our first night off was excellent
and I can’t wait for our next one!
BACKGAMMON by Jake Fishbein
Steve Kanefsky challenged the camp to his best and favorite board game, Backgammon. Steve had his
first challenge with LEVI SCHULMAN and defeated him. He then faced the underdog and unknown
player JAKE FISHBEIN. With Jake’s opening move, Steve instantly knew he was in trouble. As the game
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went on Steve got in more and more trouble. Eventually, it was too much and the Backgammon giant
(Steve) was defeated. On the other side of the draw, ROBBIE APPELBAUM played CIT ETHAN WEISS;
he cruised past Ethan and then went on to play JONAH WEISS in the semi-final. Jonah put up a good
fight but Robbie was a match too far. In the finals it was Jake Vs Robbie. Lucky Canteen Number 51.
From the start of the match, Robbie knew that he was out matched because Jake was the newly renowned
veteran player. Jake ended up winning the tournament in the blow out final. It was a great tournament
with many good players.
Not one but two COLLIGIATE SHOWDOWNS! By Editor
Yesterday, TAYLOR BEAUSEIGNEUR decided to have two
Collegiate Showdowns. Naturally, all of the campers couldn’t
believe this fun and exciting news! There is just one more day
to go of Collegiate Showdown and it’s been one of the most
competitive programs that Camp Menominee has ever seen.
With so many athletes from all the different age groups and
so many good Team Captains, tomorrow final Collegiate
Showdown will definitely be one to watch out for! I managed
to get all of the results for you guys below:
Places

3v3 Hoops

2v2 Sand
Volleyball

Hockey
Shootout

Rifelry

World Cup
Soccer

First Place

Alabama (NOAH
LAZARUS)

BYU (DYLAN
SCHWARTZ)

UNC (ETHAN
HASSON)

Second Place

Wisconsin
(BRETT WEISS)

Alabama
(DANIEL
DRISCOLL)
Wisconsin (JOEY
MATGOUS)

Iowa (MILES
RACENSTEIN)

TCU (DANIEL
MALIS)

Third Place

Colorado (ISAAC
WEISS)

TCU (KYLE
GOLDMAN)

UNC (BENJI
FRIEDMAN)

Wisconsin (LEVI
PASIKOV)

Arizona ( JACK
McCARTY &
JACK BEHAR)
Alabama (JACOB
WANGER &
HOLDEN
SEURING)
Iowa ( KYLE
MION-SPIESZ)

Places

4v4 Flag Football

Singles Tennis

3v3 Hoops

Track & Field
Events

First Place

Alabama (BRETT
WEISS & DANIEL
DRISCOLL)
UNC (JACK
RATTERMAN)
TCU (KYLE
GOLDMAN)

Alabama (LEVI
SCHULMAN)

Alabama (ETHAN
HOTT)

UNC (BENJI
FRIEDMAN)

Arizona (JOSH
BELGRAD)
Iowa (JUSTIN LEFF)

Arizona (JACK
BEHAR)
Colorado (ARMAN
PETERS)

Arizona ( MICK
RACENSTEIN)
Iowa (KYLE MIONSPIESZ)

Second Place
Third Place

Thunk time before bed time!

Weather Report
Tomorrow’s Weather
73 F – Partly Cloudy
With the humidity climbing up to
63%, it’s going to be a HOT DAY!

1.
2.
3.

Are heroes ever scared?
Would you rather be a brave fool or a clever coward?
Can you ever really forgive and forget?
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